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DIETEL PARTNERS’ GENDER LENS JOURNEY AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT 
 
Dietel Partners’ mission, to advance justice in the world, compels us to think 
about the power dynamics within all of our relationships. Our decision to 
incorporate a gender lens is a journey and commitment the firm makes to being 
more intentional about how gender plays out in different aspects of our work.  
Gender-based inequities are at play across all sectors – whether environmental 
conservation, poverty alleviation, education, etc. – and if not understood and left 
unaddressed, make it impossible to achieve the firm’s dedication to justice. 
Gender justice is an intrinsic component of social justice. 
 
What does applying a gender lens mean and what does it entail?  Applying a 
gender lens to all aspects of our work means paying deep attention to context, 
power dynamics, and all stakeholders.  It starts with a series of questions 
regarding whose voices are included? Who benefits? What analysis is there for 
how different interventions impact women, girls, men, boys and trans people? 
These questions help bring to light power dynamics that might otherwise remain 
invisible and provide the opportunity to address these dynamics head on. 
 
A gender analysis is about more than ‘just’ women.  It is about how gender plays 
into a situation that we are trying to change.  Strict gender norms around 
masculinity are harmful to men as strict norms around femininity are harmful to 
women.  

 
 

A gender lens is about equality in opportunities and equality in outcomes, justice. 
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ADDENDUM 
 
Applying a gender lens to our grant-making means paying deep attention to four key 
realities: 

1. Context:  gender inequalities differ from place to place, culture to culture, society 
to society 

2. Power dynamics:  gender power dynamics are present in families, communities, 
target groups, the workplace and within structures and systems  

3. Stakeholders:  making time to listen to and learn from grantees and communities 
they represent is critical, and requires being mindful of who is participating in the 
work in order to open space for true dialogue. 

4. Complexity:  gender lens does not explain everything, but when combined with 
other areas of concern—disabilities, labor rights, cultural differences, 
environmental sustainability—it helps us understand multiple layers of 
discrimination and how these play out.  

 
Viewing the world from a gender perspective does NOT mean prioritizing women’s 
and girls’ issues or rights above those of men and boys, though change that does not 
advance the status and rights of women and girls is not transformative social change.   
It does not mean prioritizing gender over other forms of exclusion (race class, 
religion, appearance, etc.).  There is a gender angle to all issues; gender is not 
applicable to only some issues. 
 
Consequences of bringing an intentional gender lens will help us: 

 Identify and support transformative organizations and programs (the “trim 
tabs”), those with the explicit intention of addressing the root causes of 
injustice, of exposing entrenched biases and systems that perpetuate 
inequality, and of creating the power dynamics to support change.   

 Contribute to a heightened mindfulness about the unintended or intended 
consequences of our grantmaking 

 Bring greater cohesion and reflection to our work and make us better 
listeners 

 
Attached, on page 5 of Applying a Gender Lens—Report Excerpts, is a Gender Lens 
Continuum Scorecard, an important evaluation tool that can be used to assess 
organizations, relationships, programs and materials. 



 

Talking Points 

 Dietel Partners’ mission is to empower people to advance justice in the world. 

 Applying a gender lens means being more intentional, thinking about how gender 
influences what grantees we choose or what internal policies we have in place. 

 Gender inequities play out across all sectors and if not understood or left unaddressed 
make it impossible to achieve our commitment to a more just world. 

 A picture is worth a 1000 words: 
 

 
If the goal is that everyone gets to see the balloons, then providing a box to stand on (equality in opportunity) 

will be sufficient for some, but not for all (inequality in outcome, not justice; some may need more assistance to 
see the balloons).  Providing the resources for all to see the balloons = equality of outcome = justice. 

 

 Applying a gender lens to our grant-making means paying deep attention to four key realities: 
o Context:  gender inequalities differ from place to place, culture to culture, society to 

society 
o Power dynamics:  how gender plays out in communities, target groups, the workplace 

and within structures and systems   
o Stakeholders:  making time to listen to and learn from grantees and communities they 

represent is critical, and requires being mindful of who is participating in the work in 
order to open space for true dialogue. 

o Complexity:  gender lens does not explain everything, but when combined with other 
areas of concern—disabilities, labor rights, cultural differences, environmental 
sustainability—it helps us understand multiple layers of discrimination and how these 
play out.  

 Several examples of applying a gender lens 
o Root Capital (providing capital and financial training to women in small, growing 

businesses identifies the root causes of gender inequality such as land ownership 
and inheritance laws);  

o Spark MicroGrants (inclusive community building with both women and men in 
leadership positions has unanticipated outcome of reduced domestic violence);  

o Life Pieces to Masterpieces (gender analysis results in intervention for boys)  

 Gender provides a discipline/starting point for eventually looking at our relationships and 
grant-making using a variety of lenses (age, religion, race, disability, appearance, etc.) 

 Gender issues are at play across all sectors (environmental, education, poverty, etc.) 
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Annex: Additional Resources  
 
Tools: 
 
Collection of practical tools on Gender and Development – World Bank 
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTGENDER/0,,contentMDK:21358556~menu
PK:3851633~pagePK:210058~piPK:210062~theSitePK:336868,00.html 
 
Articles: 
 
Gender SWOT Analysis. IFAD (International Fund for Agricultural Development). 
http://www.ifad.org/gender/tools/gender/swot.htm 
 
"Implicit Bias and Its Role in Philanthrophy and Grantmaking", by John A. Powell. National Comittee 
for Responsive Philanthropy.  http://ncrp.org/publications/responsive-pubs/rp-archive/responsive-
philanthropy-spring15/role-of-implicit-bias-in-philanthropy-grantmaking 
 
"The importance of gender", by Terry Odendahl, Global Greengrants Fund. Alliance Magazine, 2011. 
http://www.alliancemagazine.org/article/the-importance-of-gender/ 
 
Reports: 
 
Clear Sighted: A guide to using a gender lens. Chicago Women in Philanthropy. 
http://www.cwiponline.org/site/files/1007/112124/408259/558505/WomenInPhilanthropyBookletV
6.pdf  
 
Expand the Base: A Grantmaker's Guide to Gender Justice and Civic Engagement. Funders' 
Committee for Civic Participation. 
http://www.funderscommittee.org/resource/expand_the_base_a_grantmakers_guide_to_gender_ju
stice_and_civic_engagement  
 
Funding for Inclusion: Women and Girls in the Equation. Grantcraft and Mama Cash. 
http://mamacash.org/content/uploads/2013/06/Grantcraft-Guide-Funding-for-Inclusion.pdf. 
 
Gender Transformative Giving: The Next Phase in Feminist Philanthropy?  Women’s Funding 
Network, Public Interests Project, and True Child.   
http://www.truechild.org/Images/Interior/findtools/philanthropic/___wfn%20feminist%20philanthr
opy.pdf  
 
Grantmaking with a Gender Lens: Five Practice Case Studies. European Foundation Centre. 
http://efc.issuelab.org/resource/grantmaking_with_a_gender_lens_five_practice_case_studies 

 
Guide to Genderwise Philanthropy. Women Donors, Australia. 
http://www.womendonors.org.au/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=85&Itemid=17
0 
 

On Norms and Agency: Conversations about Gender Equality, the World Bank  
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTSOCIALDEVELOPMENT/Resources/244362-
1164107274725/On-Norms-Agency-Book.pdf  
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